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Abstract—This paper presents a novel system-level design methodology, called quality-driven design for video applications by bitwidth optimization (QDDV). An output quality adaptive approach based on a forward and a backward propagation technique, which are effective bitwidth analysis and output-quality-based bitwidth analysis are also presented for variable bitwidth optimization. In order to illustrate the potential of the proposed methodology, MPEG-2 video is used as the driver application. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the methodology.

I. INTRODUCTION

With increasing design complexity, different techniques have been proposed to bridge the gap between manufacturing capability and design productivity. Moving to higher levels of abstraction is one of the promising techniques. Recently, C-based design is an active area. [1] proposed a methodology to integrate a C-based synthesis flow into the overall ASIC design flow. Bitwidth of variables has drastic effects on hardware [2] [3] and software [4] [5] [6]. However, when design an algorithm using C language, programmers often pay little attention to some details such as the bitwidth of data-types used in their programs. For instance, in a C program, it is common to use a 32-bit integer data-type to represent a single Boolean variable. Therefore, in order to reduce the unused bits, some approaches for variable bitwidth analysis are proposed [7] [8] [3]. A number of previous efforts have been made to exploit bitwidth. The C language has been augmented to provide additional bitwidth information in the work on ValenC [4]. [5] presented bitwidth cognizant architecture synthesis of custom hardware from C language and reported 49% mean reduction in total gate count. [8] discussed bitwidth analysis with application to silicon compilation and reduced silicon real estate by 15-86%, improved clock speed by 3-249%, and reduced power by 46-73%. [9] presented datapath optimization for power minimization and [10] presented low-energy memory design considering bitwidth. [6] discussed dynamically exploiting narrow width operands to improve processor power and performance. [11] combined bitwidth optimization and high-level synthesis of digital signal processing systems to minimize hardware costs such as area, clock period, latency, and power consumption.

This paper focuses on variable bitwidth optimization for video applications because we think that there is a rich opportunity for bitwidth reduction in modern multimedia and streaming applications such as [12]. Different with the researches above, an output quality adaptive approach by variable bitwidth optimization is proposed, which is called quality-driven design for video applications (QDDV). Under output quality of video, a forward and a backward propagation technique called effective bitwidth analysis and output-quality-based bitwidth analysis are introduced. Video quality measurement is discussed. MPEG-2 video is used as the driver application. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section II presents variable bitwidth analysis including effective bitwidth analysis and output-quality-based bitwidth analysis. Section III presents quality-driven design for video applications by variable bitwidth optimization. Experiments and results are reported in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes our work.

II. VARIABLE BITWIDTH ANALYSIS

Variable bitwidth analysis is a key technique for bitwidth optimization. This section presents a forward and a backward propagation technique, which are effective bitwidth analysis and output-quality-based bitwidth analysis.

The definition of the variable bitwidth analysis is as follows: for given inputs of a system and requirements of output quality, to determine the smallest bitwidth of each variable. We analyze bitwidth of variables in two ways shown in Fig.1. When the requirements of output quality are very strict, we have to find the bitwidth of variables without loss of accuracy in the computation. This is called effective bitwidth analysis. 2) When the requirements of output quality are not so strict for example in video or audio processing, the data themselves are compressed and decoded, they have lost some computation precision. Therefore, for these kinds of applications, we can lose...
some computation precision to analyze the bitwidth of variables under the consideration of tradeoffs among performance, power/energy, and cost. This is called output-quality-based bitwidth analysis.

### A. Effective Bitwidth Analysis

This part only explains the basic rules for analyzing effective bitwidth of variables in C programs. The details are described in [7]. Effective bitwidth is defined as the smallest size which can hold both maximum and minimum values of a variable. In many cases, some bits of a variable are never used during execution of a program. Therefore, by analyzing effective bitwidth of variables we can reduce unused bits to reduce power consumption and cost. If a variable \( x \) is unsigned integer type, of which value is in range \([0, 2000]\), then the number of necessary bits of \( x \) is 11, because the 11-bit size is enough to hold any value in \([0, 2000]\). We discuss practical methods of effective bitwidth analysis in combination of a static approach and simulation-based dynamic approach.

For static analysis, when the maximum value of an unsigned integer variable \( x \) is \( n_{\text{max}} \), the effective bitwidth of \( x \), \( e(x) \), is given as follows:

\[
e(x) = \lceil \log_2(n_{\text{max}} + 1) \rceil \quad (1)
\]

For a signed integer \( x \) with a maximum value \( n_{\text{max}} \) and a minimum value \( n_{\text{min}} \), the effective bitwidth of \( x \), \( e(x) \) is defined as follows:

\[
e(x) = \lceil \log_2(N) \rceil + 1 \quad (2)
\]

where

\[
N = \max(|n_{\text{max}}| + 1, |n_{\text{min}}|) \quad (3)
\]

Static analysis uses initial bounds on the bitwidth for specific variables and iterative constraint propagation to identify adequate bitwidth for all variables. It is an efficient method to analyze the effective bitwidth of variables. However, in many cases, we can not predict the assigned value of a variable unless we execute the program, such as the case of unbounded loops, static analysis becomes insufficient. As a solution to this problem, we use dynamic analysis. In dynamic analysis, we execute the program and monitor the values assigned to each variable, and then analyze the required bitwidth of the variable.

### B. Output-Quality-Based Bitwidth Analysis

By considering characteristics of each application and output quality constraints, we propose a backward propagation technique called output-quality-based bitwidth analysis. We analyze the variable bitwidth more tightly to further design optimization. Mask bits are defined as the low bits of variables, which can be removed, while do not affect the designated computation precision.

To analyze mask bitwidth, we make following assumptions for an application program:

* the effective bitwidth of a variable has been given
* the accuracy of output quality is designated for each basic function block
* no floating computation, no pointer computation

For a variable \( x \), we make following definition:

\[
e(x) : \text{effective bitwidth} \\
n(x) : \text{mask bitwidth}
\]

### Arithmetic Operations

Addition, subtraction: \( z = x + y, z = x - y \)

\[
\begin{align*}
n(x) &= n(z) - 1 \\
n(y) &= n(z) - 1
\end{align*}
\]

Multiplication: \( z = x \times y \)

\[
\begin{align*}
n(x) &= n(z) - e(y) + 1 \\
&\quad \text{(if } n(x) < 0 \text{ then } n(x) = 0) \\
n(y) &= n(z) - e(x) + 1 \\
&\quad \text{(if } n(y) < 0 \text{ then } n(y) = 0)
\end{align*}
\]

### Logical Operations

AND, OR, XOR, NOR

Because they are bit operation, so no change in mask bitwidth.
III. QDDV BY BITWIDTH OPTIMIZATION

An essential concept of quality-driven design for video applications (QDDV) is the “quality constraint” in design process, which allows new design space exploration. For digital system design, the bitwidth of data computed in a system is one of the most important design parameters related to performance, power and cost of the system [8]. Datapath width and size of memories strongly depend on the bitwidth of the data. By controlling datapath width, [13] reduced cost and [9] reduced power consumption drastically. We think that by choosing the computation precision really required for each application, further optimization can be achieved for application-specific design. In video processing, for instance, the required quality of video, such as resolution and levels of color, strongly depend on the characteristics of output display devices. We can reduce the computation precision in a target application program, if the reduction does not induce decrease of output quality. It means that we can design a video system with the minimum hardware and energy consumption by eliminating redundant computation. We call the design methodology, quality-driven design by bitwidth optimization for video applications (QDDV).

A. Basic Approach

Fig. 3 shows the flow of our proposed QDDV. In the first phase of a system design, we concentrate on the implementation of the functionality of the system and optimization for general constraints, performance/power/cost. Initial designs are written in high-level language, such as C language in which most variables are declared as integer-type, which is assumed to be 32 bits. After the function design is validated and verified, we will enter the second phase for application-specific optimization. In this phase, we analyze bitwidth of each variable in the application program, tune the design parameter, computation precision to adapt to the output quality, and do bitwidth optimization under the given quality constraint.

Fig. 3 shows three different cases of video applications with the same functionality (MPEG-2 video decoder). In case 1, for the video conferencing with big display, so it needs good video quality (computation precision of IDCT is 16 bits). In case 2, for family television, however, needs medium video quality (computation precision of IDCT is 12 bits). Case 3 for mobile phone, needs comparatively low video quality (computation precision of IDCT is 8 bits). If the three applications use same computation precision, it means that the computation precision must meet the requirement of video conferencing with big output display, which is “redundant” for family TV and mobile phone, this will result in redundant performance/power/cost. Therefore, QDDV can further optimization for system design by application-specific optimization.

B. Measurement of Video Quality

In order to bring quality-driven design into effect, quality measurement is an important issue [15]. We use well-known

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bitstream name (Abbreviation)</th>
<th>resolution (pixels*lines)</th>
<th>bit rate (Mbit/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flwr015</td>
<td>352*240</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flwr400</td>
<td>704*480</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobl015</td>
<td>352*240</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobl400</td>
<td>704*480</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susi015</td>
<td>352*240</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>susi400</td>
<td>704*480</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonyct1</td>
<td>352*224</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonyct2</td>
<td>704*480</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tek3</td>
<td>512*512</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two measures, the subjective measure Mean Opinion Scale (MOS) shown in table I and objective measure peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).

We measure the video quality of MPEG-2 video system by subjective and objective metric, which focuses on the effects of computation precision. We change the computation-precision of IDCT, the kernel program of MPEG-2 video decoder and measure video quality by some experiments. The test bitstreams shown in table II are used in our experiments.

B.1 Subjective Measure

The subjective assessment of video quality has drawn attention of a number of researchers for many years, principally in relation to evaluation of new transmission or coding schemes, and in the development of advanced television standards. The standardization committees of the ISO, and in particular the CCIR, have published recommendations on the assessment of picture quality in television [14].

In our work, we follow closely the CCIR 500 recommendations with respect to subjective scales and experimental conditions. Ten observers participated in the experiments. We make use of the numerical scores (5-point (MOS) impairment scale) associated with the impairment descriptors for the computation of average MOS scores.

Because the subjective perception of noise and the behavior of MPEG-2 systems are influenced by scene attributes such as spatial detail, amount and complexity of motion, brightness, and contrast, test scenes that spanned a range of these attributes are selected.

In the experiments, the observers are asked to assign a score \(A(i,k)\) to each test bitstream, where \(A(i,k)\) is the score given by the \(i_{th}\) observer to test bitstream \(k\). The scores are averaged to obtain the MOS value for a specific image.

\[
MOS(k) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} A(i,k)
\]  

where \(n\) denotes the number of observers.

We changed the computation precision of IDCT, and got the results of Fig.4, which shows the relationship among the internal variable bitwidth in IDCT, MOSs and clips. Here, each point in the graph represents the average quality of a MPEG-2 video decoder system, which was obtained by averaging the subjective MOSs.

Subjective assessment tests are widely used to evaluate the picture quality of coded images, but careful subjective assessments of quality are experimentally difficult and lengthy, and the results obtained may vary depending on the test conditions. Further more, subjective assessments provide no constructive methods for performance improvement, and are difficult to use as part of the design process. However, the most fundamental quality measures for digital video are the subjective responses of human viewers to delivered images and subjective tests remain the only viable reference point for validating objective measures.

B.2 Objective Measure

Objective measures of picture quality can make the comparison of coded images, and also have the possibility of successive adjustments to improve or optimize the picture quality for a desired quality of service. The objective assessment of performance both with respect to bit rate and image quality would also lead to a more systematic design of video systems. An objective model that produces overall quality estimates would have to account for application-specific effects. The influence on accuracy of measurement is the changing expectations of people over time. For these reasons, objective video quality measurement is valid only if the application and viewer population are well defined.

PSNR is often used to specify the signal-to-noise ratio of a video signal. This method has the advantage of removing the signal power, which varies from scene to scene from the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) calculation so that a given SNR is indicative of some fixed amount of noise power. We calculate PSNR according to the following formulation:

\[
PSNR = 10 \times \log_{10}\left(\frac{1}{E} \times 255^2\right)[dB]
\]  

where, \(PSNR\) : Ratio of peak signal to noise

\(E\) : Mean-square error

Fig.5 shows the relationship among the internal variable bitwidth in IDCT, PSNRs and clips.

The subjective quality perceived by the users that determines whether an application is adopted. The ultimate benchmark would be for objective measures to replace subjective exper-
C. Problem Formulation

The main concepts of QDDV can be formulated as follows:

Given AnApplicationProgram
Minimize $E(CP), A(CP)$
subject to $PSNR(CP) \geq S_{\text{cst}}$
$MOS(CP) \geq M_{\text{cst}}$
$P(CP) \geq P(CP)_{\text{cst}}$

$E(CP)$ (energy consumption), $A(CP)$ (area), $PSNR(CP)$ (peak signal-to-noise ratio), $MOS(CP)$ (mean opinion scale) and $P(CP)$ (performance) are functions of the computation precision $CP$, $S_{\text{cst}}$, $M_{\text{cst}}$ and $P_{\text{cst}}$ are the constraints on PSNR, MOS and performance $P$ respectively. The goal of QDDV is tuning $CP$ to each application program so as to minimize power/energy consumption.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate the proposed methodology, this section presents experiments and results. Video quality measurements of MPEG-2 video decode system by changing the computation precisions of IDCT, the kernel program of MPEG-2 video decoder are conducted for QDDV shown in Section III. B. This section shows design results for four kinds of systems (scenarios) using the presented methodology QDDV. We use MPEG-2 video as the functionality, the computation precision of IDCT as the design parameter and hardware as the design implementation. Variable bitwidth optimization is used.

Mpeg2decode C source program used is from the MPEG Software Simulation Group. It is a player for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video bitstreams. Mpeg2decode is an implementation of an ISO/IEC 13818-2 decoder, which emphasizes on correct implementation of the MPEG standard and comprehensive code structure. The MPEG-2 core consists of several function blocks such as IDCT, a couple of motion estimation blocks, a motion compensation block, variable length encoding, decoding blocks and so on. IDCT is the kernel part of Mpeg2decode for computation, it consists of three functions, which are $idct()$ of two dimension IDCT with 11 lines, 1 variable, $idctrow()$ of row IDCT with 54 lines, 9 variables and $idctcol()$ of column IDCT with 54 lines, 9 variables.

This section focuses on IDCT, one of the heaviest computation parts in MPEG-2 video decoder system. Fig.6 shows the flow used in our experiments. We explore four different systems A, B, C and D. The difference among the four systems is the required image quality (here, we use objective measure for video quality, PSNR). System A, used the original IDCT, of which computation precision is 16bits, the required PSNR is 38.613dB. System B is the one used effective bitwidth results, of which computation precision is also 16bits, but the image quality is 38.610dB. System C is the one used effective bitwidth and mask bitwidth(4 bits), of which computation precision 12bits, the image quality is 38.501dB, and system D is the one used effective bitwidth and mask bitwidth(8 bits), of which computation precision is 8bits, the image quality is 31.623dB.

We apply the variable bitwidth analysis techniques described in Section II and got the table III of results for variable bitwidth analysis. The column “Effective Size” shows the effective bitwidth of each variable, where computation precision of IDCT is 16bits. When design system B, we got this results for optimization. The column “Size (mask bits 4)” means the bitwidth of which the low 4bits are removed from effective bitwidth, where computation precision of IDCT is 12bits. Similarly, the column “Size (mask bits 8)” means the bitwidth of which the low 8bits are removed, where computation precision of IDCT is 8bits. They are for C and D system optimization respectively.

We rewrite the C program of IDCT using the variable bitwidth results for each application in VHDL language, and synthesize them using Synopsys Behavior Compiler respectively. At last, we got the table IV, which shows the design results using the proposed quality-driven design for the four systems A, B, C, D with four kinds of quality constraints. The design results(area and power) for the four designs are achieved by using HITACH 0.35 µm CMOS technology and Synopsys Design Compiler. From this table, we can see that comparing to the high quality system A, system B, C, D achieved power and area reduction. The reduction achieved seems smaller than...
expected. We think that it should be improved if we use improved behavior synthesis tools.

V. Conclusions
This paper presents quality-driven design for video applications by bitwidth optimization. In our experiments on MPEG-2 video decoder systems, we designed four systems under given four quality constraints and the experimental results show that reducing computation precision while providing certain video quality is possible, and we believe that this research is perspective because it can reduce a lot redundancies, which results in reduction of cost including power consumption and areas of hardware.
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